
Ovenmittens in close scallops in one color 

 

These ovenmittens designed I in 2016. Ovenmittens are crochet fast, You are fine in the 

kitchen. I think these are nice gifts too. Just choose a color that suits the interior or just 

choose a color that is nice. These measured 22 x 22 cm.Here is a picture of the finished 

pieces and here you can see how the size and pattern appear: 

 

 



 

The yarn I used was Anna & Clara's Cotton yarn from Sisters Grene. I think the colors in this 

yarn are terrific. Have used this yarn several times before and its good to use for interior 

decoration. Selected three colors that fit together and I used only two nets and I used hook 

no 2.5. 

 

The coin is divisible by 6 and I have crocheted 9 reports in the ovenmittens. Here isd the 

pattern  

 

Ch55 

Step 1 

4 tr in th 4th ch from the hook,miss ch2, 1 dc in next ch, 

*, Miss ch2, 5 tr in the next ch. miss ch2, 1 dc in next ch * 

Repeat from * 7 times. 



 

Step 2 

Ch3, 2 tr in the first dc. Miss 2 tr, 1 dc the next tr 

* Miss 2 tr, 5 tr in the next dc, Miss 2 tr, 1 dc next tr* 

Repeat *-* 7 times  

Miss 2 tr, 4 tr in the last stitch. 

 

 

Step 3 

1 dc in the frist tr. 

* Miss 2 tr, 5 tr in the next dc, miss 2 tr, 1 dc in next tr * 

Repeat from * 8 times. 



 

Repeat steps 2 and 3 the ovenmittens measure 21,5 cm

m 

Edge: 

Round  1 

(Top and bottom 5*9=45 dc 

Sides: 14*3= 42 + 1 fm in  start and at 2 fm atthe end= 45 dc  

In the corner ch2.)   

Turn 

Round 2  

1 fm in each fm. 

In the corner increase witn 1 fm om each side of ch2 

Hook: Ch14. 



 

  


